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SUMMARY

The Title VII bilingual program of a small southern
California desert resort area school district uses the

Santillana Bilingual Series to teach reading in Spanish to

their Spanish speakers,

The problem with this series is that

there is not enough reinforcement of the language skills to

go with the workbooks.

It is important that the beginning

language skills be learned well in order that the students
succeed in understanding Spanish grammar,

A survey of the teachers using this reading series
was made to verify the need for supplementary material.

The results of the survey served as a basis for the material
written for this project.
The material was written in a form to be run off on

a ditto by the teacher when the student needs practice on a
certain skill.

There is a short story on each page with

questions checking for detail and comprehension.
Three judges were chosen to evaluate the materials.

They concluded that the worksheets are relevant, authentic
and acceptable.

It is recommended that a different kind of

evaluating tool be written for primary materials since the
one used for this project was not entirely appropriate.

I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Title VII bilingual project in the Palm Springs
Unified School District uses the Santillana Bilingual
Series--Programa de Lengua EspanoI--to teach its Spanishspeaking students to read.

It is a reading series designed

to teach native and non-native speakers to read Spanish.
is based on the Puerto Rican culture.^

It

This is one of the

weaknesses of this basal reading series, because our students
are of a Mexican American descent.

Another weakness is that

the workbook accompanying the basal reader does not adequately
teach or give practice for some important language skills.
Teachers using the Santillana basal readers were asked

to respond to a questionnaire about two workbooks in particu

lar.

They were the workbooks that go with Lee y Trabaja and

Trabaja y Aprende, the third and fourth books of the basal
reading series.

The skills taught in these two workbooks are

important for the learning of basic Spanish language skills.
It is of concern to this writer and the teachers who answered

the questionnaire that something be done to help the students
learn the language skills taught and to give them additional

practice reading the Spanish language.

^Norma Rodriguez. "An Annotated Bibliography of Read
ing Materials for Spanish-Speaking Students" (West Hartford,
Conn.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 106 253, 1971),
p. 51.
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II.

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Most of the literature reviewed does not mention the

need for materials.

In particular it does not mention the

need for supplementary work for teachers in the classroom.
This does not mean that there has not been literature

written or research done in the area of bilingual education.
The areas to be reviewed in this report will be the need for

bilingual education, some areas of research studies, reading
studies and, finally, the need for materials.

One outstanding

book that covers all these disciplines is The Bilingual Child
edited by Antonio Simoes, Jr. (1976).
Needs for Bilingual Education

Much has been written about the need for bilingual

education.

It has been a controversial issue for many years

and still is.

In this report is cited some of the more

recent literature.

Albar Peha gives an overview of bilingual education in

an article in Today's Education (January-February 1975),

He

notes that since the era of Sputnik, foreign languages have

been given more attention.

He believes that we need to give

a chance to the existing bilingual population in our country
to become literate in their own language, which is not
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foreign to them.2
Donald Reyes in Contemporary Education (Winter 1974-)
supported the need for bilingual education to help the
Mexican American youngster keep up in his/her academic studies
such as science and social studies.

He argued against the

philosophy that all children should learn English no matter
what their environment.

In a speech to his colleagues, Anthony Pasquariello
(Hispania, March 1973) tried to convince them of the need to

support bilingual education; that ours is a pluralistic
society and no longer a "melting pot",

He pleaded with them

for their help in finding understanding and direction for
bilingual/bicultural education.
When Uvaldo Palomares was a boy, he was told by his

father that the gringo was no dummy.

In his report in

Education Digest (April 1975), he wrote of his frustrations
with Anglo administrators in his crusade for multilingual/
multicultural education.

He began to doubt the wisdom of his

father until one day he heard an Anglo administrator friend

speak in favor of developing a multilingual society.3

it was

then that he began to feel more optimistic about the future
of the Chicano.

Other research has stated that bilingual education has

made positive results in improving the self-image and early

^Albar A. Pefia, "Bilingual Education: An Overview,"
Today's Education 64 (January-February 1975): 71.
O

Uvaldo Palomares, "El Gringo No Es Pendejo, Mijo,"
Education Digest 40 (April 1975): 25.
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basic skills of the Mexican American youngsters.

This has

been reported by Cornett, Ainsworth and Askins in Journal of

Educational Research (April 1974), by Politzer and Ramirez in
Language Learning (June 1973), and by Karen Shender in
Learning (October 1976).

The California Legislative Counsel took its latest

stand on bilingual education with the passage of Assembly

Bill 1329 in September of 1976, It mandates that bilingual
education be part of a school's program where students are of

limited English or non-English speaking ability.
Research Studies

While there remains much research to be done in the
area of bilingual education, there have been some studies

made.

Neal Justin in the Journal of Reading (March 1973)

reported on the reading habits of male Mexican American youth.
He found that they do little reading but watch a lot of tele
vision in English.

In the Journal of Educational Research (December 1975),
Evelyn Williams and Jane Adams wrote about how children learn

and showed that when teaching verbally, children learn better

in their own language.

A second language can be successful

if they are taught using the discovery method; but verbal
learning proved to be a better learning mode than the dis
covery method.

Two good articles in the area of second language learn

ing were by Janice Hepworth in the English Language Teaching

Journal (July 1974) and by Tran-Thi-Chau in IRAL (May 1975).
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Hepworth reported from her research that for one to learn a

second language it is best done during the pre-teen years.
It is then that one's tongue can more readily learn the for
mation of sounds in a second language,
Tran-Thi-Chau, in his doctoral research project, dis
covered that when one was learning a second language there

was always interference from the first language.

In his

sample he used high school students studying a second lan

guage.

It follows that learning a second language in high

school is too late if one wants to learn to speak correctly,
or if one wants to speak without an accent,
Studies on Reading

In the area of reading there has been much written to

guide the classroom teacher.

The ERIC Document Reproduction

Service has many helpful articles.

Norma Rodriquez and

Serafina Colombani have several helpful reports.

For some

good reading game ideas, review Nancy McMillan and Susan
Madaras.

Studies on reading for the bilingual teacher can be
found in almost all educational journals.

Education (Novem

ber 1971) has an article by Patricia Adkins on the kind of
classroom climate needed for the Mexican American child.

She

encourages teachers to show approval of and accept each child's
language.

Saul Bachner published in the Journal of Reading

(April 1974) about teaching to what he called the disadvan

taged.

He was focusing in on the Negro, Puerto Rican,
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Mexican, and rural white.

In The Reading Teacher (April 1977), Sarah Lopez wrote
that when reading in Spanish, children used contextural clues

to read rather than a consistent use of phonics,

This was

contrary to earlier beliefs since Spanish is a highly phone
tic language.

If one wants to set up a good program to teach Spanish
to Spanish speakers, the article written by A. Bruce Gaarder

and others in Hispania (October 1972) explains the set up and
methods used in Dade County, Florida.

Theirs is a complete

program that goes through a student's entire educational pro

gram.

Included in the article is a bibliography of teaching

materials with grade levels listed.

Marilyn Prince and John Casey did a study in Modern
Language Journal (December 1972) on programmed instruction

helping the teaching of Spanish grammar.

Although their

sample was small (fourteen in each class completed the

course), their study showed that programmed instruction can
be effective in teaching Spanish grammar.

Richard J. Cornejo, author of SOBER-Espahol, evaluated

bilingual reading in bilingual programs and explained SOBEREspahol in the California Journal of Educational Research

(November 1974),

He reported that criterion-reference tests

are a good alternative to and perhaps better than standard

ized testing for reading.

SOBER-Espahol is a criterion-

referenced instrument that he has sent out for field testing.
He hopes it will be of value to bilingual program evaluations.

Need for Materials

In a study done by William H. Heflin, Jr., it was
noted that students had trouble with pronunciation and spel
ling of Spanish.

The students in this study were at the

secondary level.

It was believed that early training in

phonology and sound-letter relationships would aid the

learning process.^

Heflin concluded that the teaching skills

of teachers are more important than the text or materials

available.

Students will learn good pronunciation and spel

ling of Spanish under the guidance of a good teacher.^
While there may be an abundance of skilled teachers at
the secondary level, the necessity for materials is not
remarkable.

At the elementary level where there is a large

demand for bilingual classes, there is not an abundance of

skilled Spanish teachers.

Therefore, the necessity for good

materials and supplementary materials to aid teachers is
critical.

One study on classroom instruction by Evans and
Guevara pointed out that:

1.

There are not enough materials in Spanish,

2.

Much of the material has been directly translated

and does not make sense in Spanish,
3.

The materials written for Puerto Ricans cause some

^William H. Heflin, Jr., "Audio-lingual Approach to
the Teaching of Spanish Pronunciation and Writing: A Close
Look," Hispania 56 (March 1973): 99.

^Ibid., p. 101.

confusion for the Mexican American.

4.

There is a need for more bilingual teachers and

aides.^

In the Palm Springs Unified School District there is

definitely a need to better the quality of materials in
Spanish at a cost that is affordable.

There are some Puerto

Rican words used in workbooks that puzzle some students.

The

other points Evans and Guevara list do not apply to our sit

uation, but their study supports the need to develop materials
Ricardo J. Cornejo said that when bilingual education

started in the United Stated, "there were no curricula speci

fically developed to teach in bilingual settings."7

Reading

programs were imported from other countries to be used in the

United States.

Today the reading approaches and methods

being used are similar to those being used in the Spanishspeaking countries.8
Mr. Cornejo did not mention the need for materials

development nor adaptations.

Adapting materials to fit the

students seems to be left for each local program to handle.

Recently in the Los Angeles Times (26 March 1978),
there was a story about the Chicano students who staged a
walk-out strike in March 1968.

Louis Torres, who was the

^Joyce Evans and A.E. Guevara, "Classroom Instruction
for Young Spanish Speakers," Exceptional Children 41 (Septem
ber 1974): 17.

"^Ricardo J. Cornejo, "Reading in the Bilingual Class
room: Methods, Approaches, Techniques and the Transfer of

Knowledge," Claremont Reading Conference Yearbook 39 (1975)^^107.
Sjbid.
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editor of the Lincoln High School newspaper and now is a
writer and filmmaker, was quoted as saying that the books and

curriculum "were at best insensitive to Chicanos, and at
worst racist."9

In The Bilingual Child edited by Antonio Simoes, Jr,
(1976) is included the statement that there is a lack of

literature in Spanish for the Mexican American to be in con

tact with,^'^
The San Diego City Schools started a Materials Acqui
sition Project (MAP) in August 1973, to develop and create

materials for the Spanish-speaking youngsters in this country.
Their writers have stated that foreign materials "reflect

social, cultural, and linguistic patterns that often are alien
to U.S. Spanish-speaking students.

is developing materials.

This is one reason MAP

When the Title VII bilingual pro

jects began, it was not in their plan that the U.S. schools
would depend indefinitely on foreign publications.

But after

bilingual programs had been in existence for five years, none
of the large publishing companies were making efforts to

print series of texts in all subject areas for all grade
levels. There were small companies publishing but there are

^"No Regrets, Chicano Students Who Walked Out Say,"
Los Angeles Times, 26 March 1978, CC Part II, P. 1.

lOAntonio Simoes, Jr. ed.. The Bilingual Child;
Research and Analysis of Existing Educational Themes, (New
York: Academic Press, 1976), p. 34.

^LManual for the Development of Instructional Materials
Relevant to the Needs of U.S. Spanish-Speaking Students, (San

Diego City Schools, California: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 127 815, 1975), p. 7.
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not enough varieties or quantities of materials,12

There

fore, the schools have to continue to look toward foreign
publishers to get the variety and type of material needed in
the classroom.

But those materials need some adaptation for

use in bilingual programs,13
This writer visited the MAP (now the Institute of

Cultural Pluralism at San Diego State University) on 28 June
1977.

The Institute has a library full of thousands of

sample books, games, filmstrips, etc.

There were no ditto

books or supplementary materials of the nature needed by
this writer.

While at the Institute an interview took place with
David Rivera, Community/Parent Liason of the Lau Center.

He

explained that the MAP was denied funds just as it was

becoming effective.1*+

All of the materials acquired and/or

developed by the MAP are now housed at the Institute of
Cultural Pluralism.

Since the Institute did not have the kinds of mater

ials being sought, Mr. Rivera suggested a visit to a book
store near the S.D.S.U. campus.

was Other Options.

The name of the bookstore

The proprietor, Edward Codina, was help

ful in trying to locate the kind of supplementary materials
desired.

Mr. Codina, who is considered by the LAU Center as

being very knowledgeable of bilingual materials, was not

12ibid., p. 9.

I3ibid., p. 13.

l^Interview with David Rivera, Community/Parent
Liason, Lau Center, San Diego, California, 28 June 1977.
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aware of any supplementary materials to the Santillana

workbooks.

Nor did he know of any available ditto books for

supplementary backup.
Another interview was conducted with Iris Santos-

Rivera from the Institute of Cultural Pluralism.

Being a

specialist in curriculum development, Mrs, Santos-Rivera
agreed there is a need for primary language arts dittos to
supplement the Spanish basal reader.

She said that most of

the work being done now is in the area of writing curriculums

for the bilingual classroom and continuums for bilingual pro
grams.

She remarked that very little is being done that is

directly useful to the classroom teacher.i6
In part these comments by Mrs. Santos-Rivera encour

aged the writing of materials to supplement the basal reader

and workbooks Lee y Trabaja and Trabaja y Aprende.

The

worksheets were written to reinforce the grammatical skills
not learned by the students.

Hopefully, with the extra

practice there will be fewer problems of continual grammati
cal error by the time students are in the fourth or fifth
grade.

ISinterview with Edward Codina, Other Options, San
Diego, California, 28 June 1977.
>1

n

-^"Interview with Iris Santos-Rivera, Curriculum/
Program Development Specialist, Institute of Cultural Plural

ism, San Diego, California, 19 July 1977.

III.

STATEMENT OF THE OBJECTIVE

To provide worksheets for reinforcement of grammatical

skills not learned well in the workbooks Lee y; Trabaja and
Trabaja y. Aprende.

Said worksheets are in story form with

skill development exercises following.
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IV.

DESIGN OF THE PROJECT

Survey of the Teachers

The materials written for this project came about as
a result of a questionnaire sent to nine teachers of the

Title Vll bilingual project in the Palm Springs Unified
School District,

These results served as a guideline to the

development of the materials.

returned the questionnaire.

Seven out of the nine teachers

There were fourteen skills listed

and six factors hindering learning listed.

The directions

were to check "yes" if at least 80% of the students using the

workbooks for Lee y. Trabaja and Trabaja y Aprende had mas
tered the skills.

Mastery was defined as being that the

student would perform the skill correctly 75% of the time.

Results of the Survey

The materials developed for this project are directly
related to the results of the survey findings.

The materials

are written on the following areas of concentration which
were agreed upon as needing extra practice:

1.

The use of a comma after s_i and no when respond

ing to a question,
2.

The use of correct verb conjugation,

3.

The use of porque and jpor qu€?.

4.

The use of -ito, -cito, and -uito as endings,

5.

The use of question marks to begin and
13
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end a question,
6.

The use of accent marks,

7.

The formation of the plural for words ending in

8.

The use of the ending -ero.

9.

The formation of commands.

10.

The formation of the past participle of -ar verb.

There were seven out of nine teachers or 77% who re

sponded to the questionnaire.

Of those seven, 100% felt that

forming the past pa;rticiple of -ar verbs was a problem.

Six

out of seven or 86% of the teachers felt the following skills
were not learned by the students;

1.

The use of a comma after s^ and ^ when responding

to a question.
2.

Recognizing the differences between porque and

Ipor que?.

3.

The use of the endings -ito, -cito, and -uito.

4.

The formation of the plural for words ending in

5.

The use of the ending -ero.

There were five out of seven or 71% of the teachers

who said that forgetting accents was a learning problem.

And

four out of seven teachers or 57% said there was a problem

remembering question marks and forming commands properly.
There were four factors regarded as hindering the

learning process according to the results of the questionnaire
On three of those factors, 86% of the respondents were in
agreement.

On the fourth factor, 57% of the respondents were

in agreement.

The factors regarded as hindering learning
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are as follows:

1.

The rules of grammar need to be more clearly pre

sented.

2.

The workbooks need supplementary pages for rein

forcement.

3.

Supplementary games need to be developed.

4.

The vocabulary of the basal reader and workbook

needs to be more familiar to the students.

There were four skills from the questionnaire that
were not considered remarkable.

Only two teachers or 29%

felt that the ability to answer questions in complete sen
tences was a problem.

There were two skills that only one

teacher or 14% felt were learning problems:
1.

The use of a period at the end of a sentence.

2.

Listing words in alphabetical order,

There was one skill that 0% or no one felt needed reinforcing
and that was the use of capital letters to begin a sentence
and names.

Under factors hindering learning, there were two
unremarkable reasons.

Only one teacher or 14% felt that the

teacher needs to monitor the aide's teaching more closely.

There was no one or 0% who felt the aide needs more training.
In the appendix of this project, there is a copy of
the survey.

Table A shows the results of the survey more

clearly.

Evaluation of the Project

To varify and validate the work of this project, a
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team of three judges was chosen.

The two judges selected

from the faculty of California State College, San Bernardino
were Dr. Ernesto Garcia, professor of education and coordi

nator of bilingual programs, and Dr. Walter Oliver, professor
of Spanish,

From the Palm Springs Unified School District

was selected Dr. Martin Russell, principal of Aqua Caliente
Elementary School,

The instrument they used to evaluate the

project was put together by the Institute for Cultural
Pluralism.

The evaluation tool has ten areas of assessment:

1.

Relevancy

2.

Authenticity

3.

Language

4.

Cultural Bias and Content

5.

Political Bias and Content

6.

Racial Bias and Content

1.

Historical Bias and Content

8.

Religious Bias and Content

9,

Sexual Bias and Content

10.

Social Bias and Content^'

The three judges were each sent a copy of the project, the

evaluation packet and a letter of explanation,

A copy of

that letter is enclosed in the appendix, as well as a copy
of the evaluation instrument.

llgypQj^ Williams, Iris Santos-Rivera, and Consuelo
Alcala, Manual for Evaluating Content of Classroom Instruc

tional Materials for Bilingual-Multicultural Education,
(San Diego; Institute for Cultural Pluralism, School of

Education, San Diego State University, January 1977),
pp. 20-57.
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Results of the Evaluation

In compiling the results of the evaluation, a problem
resulted.

The materials written are activities of a rural

Mexican family.

Many of the stories included are authentic

situations related by this writer's husband or from personal
observations.

The evaluation instrument is more suited for

evaluating materials dealing with the Chicano or Mexican

American society.

The result was that many parts of the

evaluating instrument were irrelevant and so were marked in

the negative or as not applicable (N/A).

A detailed summary

of each section follows here so that the reader may realize
the problem,
1.

Relevancy

A.

Does the material accurately reflect the students'
language, including the dialect variations that

distinguish it from "standard" language?
Two of the evaluators said "slightly" and one said
"very little".

B.

Does the material reflect the students' own exper
iences?

Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said "not
at all".

C.

Does the material reflect the different levels (f-ormal,
deep, situational, etc,) of the students' culture?

Two evaluators said "slightly" and one said "very
little".

D.

Does the material affirm the worth of group members
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as individuals?

Two evaluators said "very much" and one said "pretty
much",

E.

Does the material reflect the students' culture as

vital and dynamic;

one in which an individual can

grow, be nourished and enriched as a unique human
being?

Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said "very
much".

Authenticity

A.

Is the material considered authentic by students or
other members of the cultural group depicted?

One evaluator said "very much", one said "pretty much"
and one said "slightly".

B.

Is the material written/created by a member of the
group being portrayed?
Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said
"slightly".

C.

Is comparison of cultures seen in a positive light?
Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said "very
little".

D.

Does the material reflect authentic cultural values?

One evaluator said "very much" and two said "pretty
much".

Language

A.

Is the language used familiar to the student?
there glossaries of unfamiliar words?

Are

19

One evaluator said "very much", one said "pretty
much" and one said "slightly".
B.

Can the material's language be used as a cross-

cultural experience to facilitate cooperation and
communication between groups in the United States?

H

All three evaluators said "slightly".
C.

Is the material's use of dialects accurate?

Are

dialects used without confusing them with one
another?

Two evaluators said "slightly" and one said "very
little".

D.

Is the usage of dialects viewed as an acceptable way
of communication?

Two evaluators said "very much" and one said "very
little".

E.

Is dialectal speech used positively in a comparative
or illustrative way to show cultural diversity?

Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said "very
little".
Cultural Bias

A.

Does the material reveal an obvious tendency to
debase one culture as opposed to another?

All three evaluators said "very little".

B.

Are demeaning adjectives used in describing one
culture as opposed to another?
All three evaluators said "not at all".

C.

Are cultural group members shown only in limited ways?
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Two evaluators said "very much" and one said
"slightly".
D.

Is the group's material culture represented only in

terms of a few "typical" examples that emphasize the
group's differentness?

One evaluator said "slightly" and two said "very
little".

E.

Is the group presented as a homogeneous one whose

members appear interchangeable?

Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said "very
little".

F.

Are group members shown as possessing only certain
"cultural" traits of character or belief?

One evaluator said "pretty much" and two said "very
little".

G.

Are cultural views, attitudes, and values shown as

"just naturally" shared and accepted by all group
members rather than as things taught, challenged,
justified, tested, and sometimes discarded?
Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said
"slightly".

H.

Are the cultural group's relations with other groups
shown as dictated by some inherent cultural attitude

rather than explained as responses to need, threat,
competetion, etc.?
All three evaluators said "very little".

21

4-.2

Cultural Content Relevance

A.

Does the material reflect the variety of attitudes,
styles, and roles within the culture?

Two evlauators said "slightly" and one said "very
little".

B.

Does the material recognize both differences and
similarities between cultures?

All three evaluators said "very little",

C.

Does it reflect the cultural ideals, values and
goals as well as the material and institutional
constructs?

All three evaluators said "very little".

D.

Is the group's intellectual and artistic expression
represented by its members achievements in forms

shared by other groups as well as those unique to
itself?

All three evaluators said "very little".

E.

Are the group's cultural traits explained as having
evolved through interaction with the environment or

with other cultural groups?
All three evaluators said "very little",
F.

Does the material emphasize the worth of cultural

difference as well as similarity?

Two evaluators said "pretty much" and one said "very
little",

G.

Is the material accurate in its descriptions and

explanations of cultural traits, values, behavior?
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One evaluator said "very much", one said "pretty
much", and one said "slightly",

H.

Is the fact of a particular culturally and linguis
tically distinct group's existence within United
States society adequately presented?
This item was considered not applicable.

5.1

Political Bias

A.

Does the material reflect an obvious tendency to
debase one political belief as opposed to another?
All three evaluators said "not at all".

B.

Does the material present any authoritarian figure
as the sole decision maker?

One evaluator said "pretty much" and two said "very
little".

C.

Is the body politic presented as the overall author
ity in all matters?
All three evaluators said "not at all",

D.

Is the lack of political power on the part of some
cultural groups in the United States represented as

due to the groups' apathy, ignorance or laziness?
This item was considered not applicable,
E.

Are political systems different than that of the
United States presented in a simplistic way that
ignores the historical, cultural and economic con

ditions in which those systems developed?
All three evaluators said "not at all",
F.

Are conflicts between the United States and other
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nations presented in a simplistic "good guys vs, bad
guys" manner?

One evaluator said "very little" and two said "not
applicable".

G.

Is political protest in the United States presented
as work of only "undesirable" people?

This item was considered not applicable.
5,2

Political Content Relevance

H.

Does the material reinforce belief in the right of

individuals to be respected in their individuality?
Two evaluators said "very little" and one said "pretty
much".

Items I, through 0. in this section were considered not

applicable because the material being evaluated does not
discuss politics,
6,1

Racial Bias

A.

Does the material obviously debase one race as
opposed to another?
All three evaluators said "not at all".

B.

Is one racial group consistently shown in a subser

vient relationship to another?
All three evaluators said "not-at all",

C.

Are persons of one race shown only as members of one

social, religious or political group, or as members
of only one economic class?

All three evaluators said "pretty much",

D.

Are members of one race depicted as experiencing a
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narrower range of feelings and emotions than members
of another race?

One evaluator said "pretty much" and two said "very
little".

E.

Are all members of a racial group presented as shar
ing in "typical" attitudes or feelings?
All three evaluators said "pretty much",

F.

Are color labels used to indicate value?
All three evaluators said "not at all",

G.

Are members of a racial group stereotyped as to man

ner of speech, style of dress, preferred diversions,
etc.?

One evaluator said "very much" and two said "slightly",
H.

Are inter-racial contacts pictured consistently as
dangerous or hostile?

This item was considered not applicable.
I.

Are persons of one race presented as having inherent

abilities which are denied to persons of other racial
groups?

One evaluator said "very little" and two said "not at

#
all".

6.2

Racial Content Relevance

Items J.,H. and 0. in this section were considered not

applicable because the materials do not reflect racial

discrimination or group problems.
L.

Is an adequate account of cultural, historical and

social contributions of all racial groups in the
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United States society presented?
All three evaluators said "not at all".
M.

Does the material reinforce the value of interethnic contact?

All three evaluators said "not at all".

N,

Are members of all racial groups presented as equally
complex and worthwhile human beings?
Two evaluators said "very much" and one said "not at
all",

7.1

Historical Bias

This entire checklist was considered not applicable to
all three evaluators.

The material does not lend itself

to the study of history,
7.2

Historical Content Evaluation

This checklist was also considered not applicable for
the same reason just stated,
8.1

Religious Bias

This checklist was given the rating "not at all" by the
evaluators.

Religion was not mentioned in the material

to be evaluated,

8.2

Religious Content Relevance

The two items in this checklist were rated not applicable,
9.1

Sexual Bias

A.

,

Does the material reflect an obvious tendency to
debase one sex as opposed to the other?
One evaluator said "slightly" and two said "not at
all",
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B.

In the material, are females only background figures
in a male-centered story?
One evaluator said "very little" and two said "not
at all",

C.

If females are central figures are they shown in roles

other than the stereotype of teacher, mother, nurse,
and/or secretary?
One evaluator said "pretty much" and two said
"slightly",

D.

Are the actions of women less sophisticated, less

interesting than those of men?

Do they show initia

tive and imagination or are they docile and passive
and in need of help in order to solve problems posed?
When women solve problems, do they do so on the basis
of a sixth sense or "women's intuition"?

Two evaluators said "slightly" and one said "very
little",

E.

Are the values of beauty, sweetness, domesticity,
motherhood and marriage the predominant virtues
depicted for females in the stories?

One evaluator said "pretty much" and two said
"slightly".

F.

Are male figures shown as experiencing themselves as
worthwhile only because they shoulder a female's bur
den or solve her problem?

One evaluator said "pretty much" and two said "not at
all".
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9.2

Sexual Content Relevance

Items G, and I, were considered not applicable,

H.

Does the material encourage both boys and girls, and
men and women to see themselves as human beings with

an equal right to all benefits and choices provided
by society?

Two evaluators said "very little" and one said "not
at all",

J.

Does the material encourage girls to see themselves

as capable of filling any role in society?
Two evaluators said "slightly" and one said said
"not at all".

K.

Does the material present an accurate picture of wo
men in other cultures, including their contributions
to the culture and their struggles for equality with
in it?

Two evaluators marked "very little" and one marked
"not at all".
10.1

Social Bias

A.

Does the material reflect an obvious tendency to
debase one social group as opposed to another?
All three evaluators marked "not at all",

B.

Does the material show only the nuclear family with

middle class values as a worthwhile model for family
structure?

All three evaluators marked "not at all",

C.

Do all of the material's illustrations depict food
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and dress that are common only to middle class fami
lies?

All three evaluators marked "not at all",

D.

Are persons of certain cultural groups consistently
represented as poor without any explanation for the
fact?

One evaluator marked "pretty much" and two marked
"slightly".
E.

Are the presence and contributions of certain social
classes excluded from historical material?

Are cer

tain classes glamorized or romanticized?

One evaluator marked "slightly" and two marked "not
at all".

F.
10.2

This item was considered "not applicable''.

Social Content Relevance

Only one item on this checklist was marked.

The other

items were considered not applicable.
H.

Does the material demonstrate respect for all social
classes within a social group?
Two evaluators marked "pretty much" and one marked
"not at all".

This concludes the detailed summary of the evaluation.
One can conclude from it that the curriculum materials devel

oped for this project are relevant and authentic. The language
used is acceptable and there is little cultural bias.

Nor are

there political, racial, historical, religious or social biases,
It could be concluded that there may be some sexual bias.

V.

THE PROJECT
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PARA EL MAESTRO (A)

Motivo:

El motivo de este libro de actividades es proveer

practica para las destrezas de la lengua espanola que estan
ensefiadas en los primeros niveles,

Fue escrito por una

maestra quien vio la necesidad en sus alumnos para material
de este calidad.

Direcciones:

Con cada cuento hay cuatro preguntas.

El

alumno tiene que subrayar una de las tres respuestas.

En la

parte de La Idea Central, el alumno tiene que circular una
de las tres frases.

Cada pagina tiene una destreza diferente

en la seccion de Trabaja, Esta hecho el primero como un
ejemplo.

El maestro debe usar las p^ginas en este libro

despues de la practica de la destreza en el libro de la
lectura regular.
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TO THE TEACHER

Purpose:

The purpose of this workbook is to provide follow-

up practice to Spanish language skills taught at the begin
ning levels.

It was written by a classroom teacher who felt

the need for materials of this nature for her students.

For

this reason the workbook has been compiled.

Directions; Each page has a short story with four multiplechoice questions.

lined.

One of the three choices is to be under

In the section for the main idea, the student is to

circle the best of the three choices.

Each page has a dif

ferent skill being stressed under the section called Trabaja,

The first one has been done to serve as a sample.

The teacher

should use the pages in this workbook after the skill has
been practiced in the regular basal reader.
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ANA

Hola.

Yo me llamo Ana.

Tengo ocho anos.

Tengo los ojos

de color cafe y el pelo negro.
f.

i

Vivo con mi mama, j3ap^ y her
manos.

Tengo cinco hermanos.

'

Pepe es uno de mis hermanos.
Me gusta mucho la vida mexicana.

Somos muy felices aqui en Mexico.
Pepe y yo queremos ser sus

amigos. Lean y aprendan con ^
nosotros.

Falta?

1.

Ana tiene

Trahaja
anos.

Cambie la ^ a ces.

nueve, cinco, ocho

feliz

Ella tiene

luz

hermanos

nueve, cinco, ocho

vez

La familia vive en

pez

Mexico, Cuba, California

voz

La familia es

nariz

bonita, feliz, pequeha

lapiz

La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

Lee y Pinta

Pinte la familia tuya,
sus nombres.

1.

Ana tiene cinco hermanos.

2.

Viven en Mexico,

3.

Ana nos dice de ella y la
familia.

felices

Escriba
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PEPE

Buenos dias.

Pepe.

Yo me llamo

Soy el hermano de Ana,

Tengo diez anos.

Tambien, tengo

ojos de color cafe y pelo cafe.

%

■'J

Ana y yo vamos a la escuela

cerca de la casa.

ft

Me gusta ju

gar futbol con mis amigos.
me gusta leer y escribir.

Y
Ana

y yo queremos ser sus amigos.
Aprendan y escriban con nosotros.
Trabaj a

iQue Falta?

1.

2.

Pepe tiene ojos de color

Empieze con si o no.

azul, rojo, cafe

1.

Su hermana se llama

.

No, no es hermano de
Lupe.

Lupe, Ana, Maria

3.

Pepe juega

iPepe es hermano de Lupe?

en la

2
2.

iTiene Pepe ojos azules?

3

iLe gusta leer y escribir?

4

iVive lejos de la escuela?

5

iPepe y Ana quieren ser
sus amigos?

escuela.

beisbol, futbol, basquetbol

4.

Aprendan y

con Pepe.

escriban, juegan, brincan
La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

1.

.Pepe es un jugador de futbol.

2.

Pepe nos dice los gustos de el.

3.

Van a la escuela para jugar.
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CHAMUCO

Chamuco es el perro de

Pepe.

A Pepe le gusta jugar

con su perro.

y brinca.

t I,

Chamuco corre

1

Pepe tira un palo

y Chamuco corre. ■ Ahora Cha

muco tiene el palo.

Aqui

^

/

■

viene con el palo.
es un buen perro.

Chamuco
Se lo da

a Pepe.

'W

iQue Falta?
1

Trabaja

Chamuco es un

gato, perro, pajaro

Escriba -ito al fin de la

palabra.

corre y brinca.
1.

perrj6

2.

palo

3.

pajaro

Pepe, Ana, Chamuco

Pepe

un palo.

tira, toma, come
gato
i+.

Chamuco es un

_perro,
5.

burro

6.

polio

7.

pato

8.

chivo

9.

mono

pequeho, mal, buen

La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

1.

Chamuco es amigo de Pepe.

2.

Pepe tira un palo muy lejos,

3.

Chamuco sabe mucho y es un

10.

buen perro.

caballo

perrito

O

Q?

O

LA POSADA

Q

Pepe y Ana estan contentos
porque van a la posada.

En la

posada habra una pinata.
-- Vamos, Pepe.
la pinata.

Vamos a romper

Y a comer los dulces.

Me gusta ir a una posada,
-- Si, Ana.

Vamos.

Con el palo voy a

romper la pinata.

Ahora gozamos
Trabaja

en la posada y con la pinata.
Empieze con si o no.

1,

iQue Falta?

/ 1.

Pepe y Ana estan
tristes, felices, contentos

iEstan contentos Pepe y Ana?

si, estan contentos.

.
2.

tVan a la posada?

3.

iHabra un pastel?

4-,

iGozan en la posada?

5,

iComen mazanas'

6.

iRompen la pinata?

Van a una

posada, iglesia, escuela

La pinata tiene
gates, bolas, dulces

Rompen la pinata con el

libro, palo, papa

La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres,

1.

Ana y Pepe van a gozar en
la posada.

2.

Pepe va a comer dulces.

3.

Ana rompe la pinata.
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SE LEVANTAN

-- Oye, Pepe, dijo Ana.

Mama

esta haciendo las tortillas.

Es tiempo de levantarnos.
-- Sx, Ana.

Tenemos que ir a

la escuela, dijo Pepe.

Pero,

m

primero voy a comer las tortillas
con huevos.

Tengo hambre.

-- Mama sabe hacerlas a mano.

Y salen muy bien.

Tambien tengo

hambre, dijo Ana.
-- Vamos, Ana, a comer.

Las

tortillas ya estan hechas.
iQue Falta?

1.

Pepe y Ana estaban

Trabaja

.

Escriba -me al fin de la

palabra.

Ponga el acento.

jugando, durmiedo, brincando

2.

Mama esta haciendo

1.

oye

2.

canta

3.

haz

4.

baja

5.

sube

6.

lee

7.

diga

8.

baila

9.

salta

.

tacos, tamales, tortillas

3.

Ana y Pepe van a la

.

escuela, cuidad, tienda

Primero, Pepe y Ana
duerman, cantan, comen
La Idea

Central

«

Circule una de las tres,
1.

El arte de hacer tortillas.

2.

Pepe y Ana levantaron.

3.

Mama hace tortillas que comen
Ana y Pepe antes de ir a la

10.

escuela.

brinca

oyeme

RAFAELITO

Un amigo de Pepe es un horn
bre ciego.

if,

Se llama Rafaelito

Diario Rafaelito va al pueblo
caminando detras de sus burr-

sv

Los burros llevan lena que
vende en el pueblo.

b

En sr

A'

vuelta por la noche, Raff
lleva pan dulce.

A Pepe le

gusta el pan dulce y le compra

a su amigo Rafaelito.

{I

r t %
Trabaja
f

iQue Palta?

1.

Rafaelito es

.

ciego, mudo, corto

2.

.

barro, lena, maxz

3.

Coptesta con porque.

1.

En el pueblo vende

III

iPor que no ve Rafaelito?

Porque es ciego.
2.

iPor que camina Rafaelito?

3.

iPor que vende lena?

4.

i,Por que compra Pepe el
pan dulce?

5.

iPor que compra Pepe el
pan del Rafaelito?

es amigo de Rafaelito,
Pepe, Chamuco, Pedro

Pepe compra
amigo.

de su

lena, pan dulce, cana
La Idea Central

Va Pepe al pueblo con su

amigo. ,
Rafaelito, el amigo de Pepe,
camina al pueblo para vender
lena.

El pan dulce es bueno para
comer.

EL CONEJITO

Pepe trabajaba con su papa
en el campo.

Un dia, en el

camino hasta el campo, Pepe
vio una vibora comiendose un

conejito.

Entonces Pepe corto

una vara de un arbol y la mato.

Con su navaja de bolsa, Pepe
corto la vibora y el conejito
salio brincando.

iQue Falta?

1.

Pepe trabajaba con su

Trabaja
'

Escriba -ado al fin de la

palabra.

hermano, abuelo, papa

2.

1.

trabaj^

2.

camina

3.

esta

un conejo.

4.

mira

mirando, buscando, comiendo

5.

busca

Pepe salvo al

6.

salta

conejo, vibora, burro

7.

baila

8.

llama

9.

falta

10.

jugar

Vio en el camino una
vaca, vibora, perra

3.

4.

La vibora estaba

La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

1.

Pepe vio la vibora comiendose
un conejo y lo salvo,

2.

Pepe trabaja con su mama,

3.

La vibora salio brincando.

trabajado
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LA MASA

— iMama, cdmo hace la masa de
las tortillas?

n

pregunto Pepe,

-- Pues, mi hijo,' te dire el
cuento, dijo mama.

Primero lim
'

pio el maiz.

Entonces, lo calien

to en el agua con cal.

Cuando

esta listo lo quito del fuego,
Muy temprano por la manana, lo

muelo en el molino.
aqua hago la masa.

Con un poco de
Y tu sabes como

hago las tortillas en el comal.

Trabaja
Escriba -ita al fin de la

palabra.

-- Gracias, mama, por el cuentito,
dijo Pepe.

1.

abuel^

2.

mesa

3.

silla

4.

agua

5.

manana

6.

tortilla

7.

Ana

8.

salta

9.

cola

abuelita

Y la beso a su mama.

iQue Falta?

1.

Usan

para hacer tortillas,

maiz, mono, carne

2.

El maxz

en al agua.

canta, calienta, salta

3.

Mama levanta muy

.

tarde, temprano, bien
4.

Pepe le dio

a su mama.
10.

gallina

un peso, un beso, un queso
La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.
1,

Pepe le gusta
hacer tortillas.

2.

Mama dice como

Ana hace las

hacer la masa.

tortillas.

LA CHIVA

Ana tiene una chiva blanca y
negra.

La chiva lleva una campanita

que timbra cuando camina.

Camina

atras de Ana por donde va ella.

9"

Ana

le gusta jugar con su chivita.

m

Cuando ella va al campo, la chiva
va tambien.
en el campo.

Le gusta comer el zacate
Y le gusta estar con Ana

Ana cuida la chiva muy bien,
da agua y comida,
y la peina,

Le

Juega con su chiva

Es una chivita bonita.

iQue Falta?

1.

Ana tiene una

.

chiva, gata, pata

Trabaja
Escriba -ito o -ita al fin

de la palabra.

2.

La chiva lleva una

.
1.

campan^

2.

negro

3.

chiva

4,

vaso

5.

lata

6.

morado

7,

puerta

8.

libro

9.

casa

cuida bien.

10.

nine

2.

La chiva come zacate.

11.

cosa

3.

Ana no cuida la chiva bien.

12.

conejo

flor, campana, lata

3.

En el campo la chiva come

flores, insectos, zacate

4.

Ana

la chiva muy bien.

lleva, cuida, lava
La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

1.

Ana tiene una chiva que la

campanita

k2
PERDIDO

Un dia el hermano de Pepe

iba a trabajar al monte.

queria ir tambien.

Caminaba

atras de su hermano.

rate se perdia.

Pepe

En un

Nadie sabia.

Cinco horas caminaba Pepe
en el monte.

Papa y mama esta

ban buscandole.

a Pepe.

Papa encontro

Se lo llevo a mama I

I Tan feliz era mama de ver a su

hijo!

Despues de muchos besos

y abrazos le pego para que no
lo hiciera otra vez.

iQue Falta?

1.

Trabaja

Iban a trabajar al

Escriba -lo al fin de la

palabra.

Ponga el acento.

monte, pueblo, rancho
1.

pega

2.

busca

3.

lee

4.

corre

5.

mira

6.

abraza

7.

besa

8.

come

9.

toma

10.

baja

Pepe se
divertia, perdia, iba

3.

Pepe caminaba

horas.

seis, siete, cinco

4.

Papa

a Pepe en el monte.

busco, pego, encontro
La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

1.

Pepe se perdia.

2.

Papa y mama estaban contentos.

3.

Pepe caminaba cinco horas.

pegalo
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SEMBRAR MAIZ

--iAna, estas lista para ir al campo?

--Si, Pepe.

Ahorita vengo.

Tu vas

a hacer mi maestro, i,no?
--Si, Ana.

//

Hoy vas a aprender a

sembrar maiz.

El maiz que usa

i

mama para hacer tortillas.
--Bueno, Pepe.

Dime como siembro

el maiz.

--Primero, pones tres granos de

maiz.

Lo tapas con el pie.

Das un

paso y pones otros tres granos.

Y
Trabaja

lo tapas otra vez con el pie.
— IAye, que facil!

Eso puedo hacer.

Escriba -uito al fin de la

palabra.
-- Bueno, entonces vamos.
1.

amig«5

2.

juego

3,

largo

4.

fuego

5.

mago

6.

mango

7.

trigo

8.

castigo

9.

lago

amiguito

cQue Falta?
1.

Ana va a ir al

pueblo, campo, rancho
En el campo va a
sembrar, jugar, trabajar
3.

Tapa el maiz con el
palo, pie, azadon
maiz es facil.

4.

plantar, sembrar, poner
10.

ciego

La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

Pepe es un
maestro.

2.

Ana sabe
sembrar maiz.

3.

Ana aprende a
sembrar maiz.
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TIA FITA

Una viejita con ojos azules y
corazon dulce se llama tia Fita,

Cada semana va de compras al

pueblo.

Tiene noventa anos y

camina veinticinco millas. Siempre
para en la casa de Ana y Pepe.

que felloes son ellos al verla!

jY

A

txa Fita le gusta visitar con la

familia.

Alli descansa y come.

A

veces Ana y Pepe caminan con tia
Fita a su casa.
ella.

Les gusta ir con

Gozan en la casa de tia Fita.

Trabaja

iQue Falta?

1.

Tia Fita tiene corazon

.

Escriba -ero al fin de la

palabra.
mala, grande, dulce

2.

Ella tiene

1.

enferm^

2.

carta

3.

bomba

4.

sombra

5.

gallina

6.

flor

7.

leche

8.

pelota

9.

tomate

10.

zapato

anos,

noventa, ochenta, veinticinco
3.

Descansa en la casa de

Tia Fita, Ana y Pepe, Rafaelito

4.

Cada

va de compras.

semana, dia, mes
La Idea

Central

Circule una de las tres.

1.

Pepe y Ana estan en la casa de
tia Fita.

2.

Tia Fita es una amiga buena de
Ana y Pepe.
Ana va de compras,

enfermero

EL CUMPLEANOS DE ANA

--Ana, ven.

Tus amigas estan aqui

para la fiesta, dijo mama,
--Bueno, mama.

Ya estoy lista.

,1

Soy

feliz porque es mi cumpleafios, dijo Ana.
--La pinata esta lista, tambien, dijo
Pepe.

--Esta en el arbol y lleno de

fruta, dulces y pan.

Yo jalare la soga.
■^4

--cMama, donde esta el palo y el

panuelo?

Vamos a quebrar la pinata,

Trabaja

dijo Ana.

Escriba -cito al fin de la

--Aqui estan, mi hija, dijo mama.

palabra. No ponga acento
en la nueva palabra.

--Pero, tengan cuidado que no se

1, jardin

glopeen.

2, avion

Pepe, dales que den tres

glopes a la pinata, nada mas.

3, Ramon

--Si, mama.

4, raton

Yo les dire.

Ven, Ana,

a la fiesta de tu cumpleafios, dijo Pepe,

jardincito

5. amor
6, favor

iQue Falta?

1.

Hoy es el cumpleafios de

,

8, corazon

Pepe, Mama, Ana
En el cuento

7, cuento

hablo primera.

Pepe, Mama, Ana

9, grande
10, cuerpo

En la pifiata hay fruta, dulces y

La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres.

jugetes, pan, flores

4.

Pepe jalara la
soga, fruta, pinata

1,

Mama hizo una pifiata.

2,

Pepe cuida la pifiata,

3,

En el cumpleafios de

Ana hay pifiata y
fiesta,
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LOS DOS RAMONES

En la escuela donde van Ana y
Pepe hay dos muchachos que se
llaman Ramon.

Los dos estan en la

/

clase de Pepe.
El Ramon mas alto es un pe

leonero.

Siempre jale el pelo o

oidos de los muchachos.

Y ellos

h

no pueden hacer nada.

El otro Ramon es un niho muy
callado.

Nunca habla con nadie.

Un dia el Ramon mas alto jalo
Trabaja
el oido del Ramon callado.

Pero

Escriba -ado al fin de la

este Ramon dio la vuelta y cayo

palabra.

encima del otro.

1.

callar

una narxz grande y nunca molesto

2.

llamar

al Ramon callado otra vez.

3.

pelear

4.

jalar

5.

estar

6.

hablar

7.

ganar

8.

trabajar

9.

caminar

Ramon salio con

tQue Falta?

1.

En el cuento hay dos

callado

,

Anas, Ramones, Ramonas
2.

Un Ramon es mas

,

alto, corto, gordo

El otro Ramon es muy

,

feo, callado, cabezon
10.
4.

El Ramon

faltar

gano la pelea.

alto, callado, ciego
La Idea Central

Circule una de las tres,
1.

Pepe es un
peleonero.

2.

A Ana le gusta ir
a la escuela.

3.

Dos Ramones

pelearon en la
escuela,

VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of this project was to show that the
Santillana Bilingual Series--Programa de Lengua Espanola-
was in need of supplementary material for the students to

adequately learn the language skills.

The project was con

cerned about the two workbooks for Lee y Trabaja and
Trabaja y Aprende because the language skills presented in
those books are necessary for success in the texts following.
The study began by writing a questionnaire listing
the language skills of the two workbooks and possible factors
hindering learning.

The questionnaire was sent to the nine

primary teachers of the Title VII bilingual program in the
Palm Springs Unified School District.

Seven teachers

responded.

After tabulating the results, the curriculum materials
were written in Spanish for the surveyed language skills
receiving a remarkable note from the teachers,

The workbook

of materials is entitled Trabaja con Ana y Pepe and is
illustrated by Estela Dahl, bilingual teacher,
To evaluate the materials a team of two professors
and one principal was chosen to read and evaluate.

The

evaluation tool was taken from the Manual - for Evaluating
Content of Classroom Instructional Materials for Bilingual-

Multicultural Education written by the writers of the
47
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Institute of Cultural Pluralism.

From the writing of this project arose one problem-—
the evaluation tool.

Although the manual appears to be a

good one, it was not appropriate for the materials written
for this project.

applying it.

The evaluators had a difficult time

The fact that it is too long (thirty pages)

was another discouraging factor.
There were some areas of the evaluation instrument

that were not applicable to this project.

One evaluator

chose to mark those areas in the negative and the other two
simply marked an "N/A" at the side.

The areas the evaluators

agreed upon as being mostly "N/A" were:
1.

Political Bias and Content

2.

Racial Bias and Content

3.

Historical Bias and Content

4.

Religious Bias and Content

5.

Social Bias and Content

The evaluators were in agreement that the materials

of this project are pretty much Relevant and Authentic.

They

evaluated the Language as being slightly familiar or accept
able.

They also agreed that there was very little Cultural

Bias and Content.

There was a consensus that the material

has a slight Sexual Bias and Content.
One can conclude from this evaluation that the ma

terials developed are relevant and acceptable enough to be
of value to the classroom teacher.
There are some recommendations that need to be made

^9

concerning the evaluation instrument.

An instrument needs

to be developed that is shorter and easier to use.

While

the evaluation instrument may be valid for the evaluation
of secondary or intermediate materials, a separate instru
ment needs to be developed to evaluate primary materials,

VII. APPENDIX
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QUESTIONNAIRE
CONCERNING STUDENT PROGRESS WITH
WORKBOOK ACTIVITIES OF LEE Y TRABAJA
AND TRABAJA Y APRENDE

Directions:

Check "yes" if at least 80% of your students have

mastered the skill.

the skill.

Check "no" if less than 80% have mastered

Mastery means that the student performs the skill

correctly 75% of the time.

Yes

No

Skills

1.

The use of a comma after ^ and no.

2.

The use of a period at the end of a sentence.

3.

The use of correct verb conjugations.

4-.

The use of porque and .Lpor que?.

5.

The ability to answer questions in a complete
sentence.

6.

The use of capital letters to begin a sentence
and names.

7.

The use of the suffixes -ito, -cito and -uito.

8.

Listing words in alphabetical order.

9.

The use of question marks to begin and end a
question.

10.

The use of accent marks.

11.

The formation of the plural for words ending in ^

12.

The use of the suffix -ero to make a new word.

13.

Forms the commands correctly,

14.

Forms correctly the past participle of
(-ado)

verbs.
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Factors Hindering Learning

Yes

No

1.
2.

The aide needs more training.
The teacher needs to monitor the aide's

teaching more closely.
3.

The rules of grammar need to be more clearly

presented in the workbooks.
4.

The workbooks need supplementary pages to
reinforce the concepts.

5.

The workbooks need supplementary games to
reinforce the concepts.

6.

The workbooks' vocabulary is not always
familiar to the student.

Comments, please:

Thank you for taking time to fill out this questionnaire,
This information will be very vital for my project in cur

riculum development as part of the requirements for a
Master's Degree,

Please return this form to me, Sharon Flores,

at Rancho Mirage Elementary School.
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Table A

QUESTIONNAIRE
CONCERNING STUDENT PROGRESS WITH
WORKBOOK ACTIVITIES OF LEE Y TRABAJA
AND TRABAJA Y APRENDE

Directions:

Check "yes" if at least 80% of your students have

mastered the skill.

Check "no" if less than 80% have mastered

the skill. Mastery means that the student performs the skill
correctly 75% of the time.
% of
Noes

Yes

Skills

No

86%

1

6

1.

The use of a comma after ^ and no.

14%

6

1

2.

The use of a period at the end of a sentence.

71%

2

5

3.

The use of correct verb conjugations.

86%

1

6

4,

The use of porque and ^por que?.

29%

5

2

5.

The ability to answer questions in com
plete sentences.

0%

7

0

6,

The use of capital letters to being a sen
tence and names.

86%

1

6

7.

The use of the suffixes -ito, -cito and
-uito.

14%

6

1

8.

Listing words in alphabetical order.

57%

3

4

9.

The use of question marks to begin and
end a question.

71%

2

5

10.

The use of accent marks.

86%

1

6

11.

The formation of the plural for words
ending in

86%

1

6

12.

The use of the suffix -ero to make a new word.

57%

3

4

13.

Forms the commands correctly.

100%

0

7

14.

Forms correctly the past participle of -ar
verbs, (-ado)
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Table A (continued)

Factors Hindering Learning

% of
Yeses

Yes

No

0%

0

7

1,

The aide needs more training.

14%

1

6

2,

The teacher needs to monitor the aide's

teaching more closely.

86%

6

1

3.

The rules of grammar need to be more
clearly presented in the workbooks.

86%

6

1

4.

The workbooks need supplementary pages
to reinforce the concepts.

86%

6

1

5.

The workbooks need supplementary games
to reinforce the concepts.

57%

4

3

6.

The workbooks' vocabulary is not always
familiar to the student.

Seven teachers out of nine responded or 77% of the total.
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April 3, 1978

Dear Dr.

:

Thank you for concenting to evaluate the curriculum
materials I have developed for my Master's Project under the
direction of Dr. Margaret Lenz,

worksheets 1 have written.

Enclosed are the fourteen

The skills used are follow-up

work to the Santillana workbooks Lee y Trabaja and Trabaja y
Aprende.

The evaluation tool you are to use is enclosed

with the worksheets.

It was written by the Institute for

Cultural Pluralism for the purpose of evaluating classroom
instructional materials for bilingual-multicultural education.
The narrative to go with each table is enclosed for your
information only.

All you need to do is to put a check in

the appropriate spaces of each table.

Then, as soon as

possible, return this entire packet to me that I may tabulate
your results to complete my project.
Once again, thank you for consenting to evaluate these

materials.

It is very generous of you to take time from

your busy schedule to undertake this task.

Sincerely yours,

Sharon L. Flores

1.

Relevancy
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Materials meant to reinforce the positive self-image of
cultural and linguistic minority students through identifica

tion with and feeling for their own culture must reflect

accurately the students' language and experiences.

In their

own life students experience the variety within their culture
(urban and rural; poverty level and middle class, etc.) and

they experience their own cultural group's interaction with
other groups.

ties.

Classroom materials should reflect these reali

If students are to identify with cultural images de

veloped in classroom materials, those materials must first
address themselves to the affective needs and concerns of

the students.

The cultures of students should be presented

accurately, fully, and in a way that reflects all levels of
culture, in order to be relevant not only to the students'
past and present experiences but also to the students' future.
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Directions: Rate each curriculura item (book, lesson, A-V unit,

etc.) on the specific points listed below as follows: 5-Very
Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly, 2-Very Little, 1-Hot at All.

1.

A.

CHECKLIST FOR RI£LEVAHCY EVALUATION

Does the material accurately
reflect the students' lan

guage, including the dialect
variations that distinguish

it from "standard" language?
B.

Does the material reflect the

students' own experiences?
C.

Does the material reflect the

different levels (formal,
deep, situational, etc.) of
the students' culture?
D.

Does the material affirm the

worth of group members as in
dividuals?

E.

Does the material reflect the
students' culture as vital an(

dynamic: one in which an indi
vidual can grow, be nourished
and enriched as a unique huma
being?
SUIfllARY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

1

2

S

3

PM

VM

4

5
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2,

Authenticity

In the assessuent of laaterials whose purpose is to reflect

and represent culture it is crucial to determine the materials'
cultural authenticity.

If the material is culturally authentic,

the fact v/ill be recognii:ed by the student whose culture is
present in the materials.

Authenticity is more than -- and

perhaps even other than -- factual accuracy; it is a point
of view, a coding of communication and of values' shared and
understood by members of a cultural group.

A culturally

authentic story speaks with the voice of the culture, and
like human voices intimately knov/n, it is one that is very
difficult to disguise or imitate successfully.

It follows

that an authentic cultural representation is very difficult
to create v/ithout a most intimate knowledge of the culture

being presented.

Therefore, as a rule, materials selected

to reinforce a student's cultural identity should be written
by someone from the student's o\m culture group.
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item (book, lesson, A-V unit,

etc.) on the specific points listed below as follows: 5-Very
Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly, 2-Very Little, 1-Hot at All.

2.

aiECKLIST FOR AUTHENTICITY EVALUATION

Is the material considered

authentic by students or
other members of the cultural

group depicted?
B.

Is the material written/cre

ated by a member of the group
being portrayed?

in a positive light? (i.e.
does not in any way imply the
inferiority of one culture to
another)

D.

Does the material reflect au

thentic cultural values?

(Noi

Anglo values and standards as
the only acceptable norm for
United States society.)
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

NA

^7L

S

PM

VI^l

1

2

3

4

5
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3.

.

LanKuage

There is an appalling scarcity of instructional materials
in languages other than English which are published in this
country.

There is almost a total lack of materials which

incorporate local language varieties (vernacular or dialect)
written in languages other than English.

These materials

are needed in order to introduce children to reading and

writing without breaking the cognitive and value systems al

ready established or the value systems which are a "by-product"

of the particular linguistic system which serves the students'
speech community.

These materials will help to affirm the

worth of the students' home and cultural experience.

But

until such materials are developed, materials evaluators will
have to rely largely on foreign-produced materials.

For

Spanish language materials, at least, publishers in Spain
or in Latin American countries are a relatively convenient

source.

The language in foreign-produced Spanish language

materials, however, must be carefully evaluated for its fami

liarity to the student.

"Standard" Spanish used in Spain varies from the "standard"
Spanish of Mexico or of other Latin American countries.

Eval-

uators must assess materials from this perspective, and ensure

that glossaries are adequate to explain uncommon words.
Some Spanish language materials may include linguistic
content which is ascribed to particular cultural groups.

Such
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material must be assessed carefully for accuracy and for authen
ticlty, before being used.
Careful assessment must also be made to ensure that the

linguistic content is not presented in a demeaning or deroga
tory way (e.g. by being presented as the language of the ignor
ant, the unsuccessful, or the anti-social).
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed belov; as follov;s : 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Iluch, 3~Slightly,
2-Verv Little, 1-Not at All.

3.

A.

CHECKLIST FOR LAHGUAGE EVALUATION

Is the language used familiar
to the student?

Are there

glossaries of unfamiliar
words?

B.

Can the material's language be
used as a cross-cultural ex

perience to facilitate cooper
ation and communication be

tv/een groups in the United
States?

C.

Is the material's■use of dia
lects accurate?

Are dialects

used without confusing them
with one another?

D.

Is the usage of dialects
viev7ed as an acceptable v/ay
of Gomraunication?

(Not used

in a derogatory or demeaning
vi7ay. )
E.

Is dialectal speech used posi

tively in a comparative or
illustrative way to shov7 cul
tural diversity?
SUIIIIARY OF RICSPONSES

HA

VL

S

PM

Vll

1

2

3

4

5
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4.

Cultural Bias and Content Relevance

Cultural bias has been defined as:

Other than the obvious tendency to debase one cul
ture as opposed to another, cultural bias is any
method used by a writer or artist, whether by
illustrations or \rritten passages, through which

continual elaboration is made of the typica^17
patterns of human benavior witnin a group.

The "continual elaboration" of the "typical patterns of.
human behavior within a group" creates stereotyped images of
the group and its members.

The continual elaboration or sim

plistic symbolization of other cultural characteristics also
creates stereotyped images.

Content of materials meant to be culturally relevant

should seek to reflect the gamut of cultural aspects of the
culture in question.

Since it can do so only to a limited

extent it should at least approach culture as something to

be "opened up" for the student and not as something to be
"wrapped up".

It must reflect cultural ideals, values, and

goals as well as material and institutional constructs.

All

cultures have ideals, values, and aspirations shared in varying

degree by their members, and these must be taught, defined,
challenged, and evolved.
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Mucli, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,

2-Very Little, 1-Mot at All,

4.

CHECKLIST FOR CULTURAL EVALUATIOU

4.1

Bias

A.

Does the material reveal an
e

?

B.

Are demeaning adjectives used
in describing one culture as
opposed to another? (Primi
)

C.

Are cultural group members
shown only in limited types f
behavior? (Farmv/orkers, poor
and happy; slum dwellers, poo;t:

and angry, etc.)
D.

Is the group's material cul
ture represented only in term;s

of a few "typical" examples
that emphasize the group's
differentness (exotic musical

instruments, ritual/religious
figures, etc.)
E.

Is the group presented as a
homogeneous one whose members

(save for sex and age differ
7

F.

Are group members shown as

possessing only certain "cul
tural" traits of character or

belief? (Native Americatis as
"stoical"; Chicanos as "Catho

lic", etc.)

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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4.1

G.

Bias

Are cultural views, attitudes,
and values shown as "just na

turally" shared and accepted
by all group members rather
than as things taught, chal
lenged, justified, tested,
and sometimes discarded?

H.

Are the cxiltural group's rela
tions with other groups shown
as dictated by some inherent
cultural attitude (such as
"hostile", "warlike", etc.)
rather than explained as re
sponses to need, threat, com

petition, etc.?

SUMIARY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VII

1

2

3

4

3
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Rot at All.

4.

CHECKLIST FOR CULTURAL EVALUATION (continued)

4.2

Content Relevance

NA

1

VL

s

PM

VM

o

3

4

5

4—

Does the material reflect the

variety of attitudes, styles,
and roles within the culture?

B.

Does the material recognize
both differences and similar
ities between cultures?

Does it reflect the cultural

ideals, values and goals as
well as the material and in
stitutional constructs?

D.

Is the group's intellectual
and artistic expression repi
sented by its members achieve
ments in forms shared by otl
groups as well as those unic
to itself?

Are the group's cultural
traits (whether material, art

istic or attitudinal) explain
ed as having evolved through
interaction with the environ
ment or with other cultural

groups?

•v_
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4.2

Content Relevance (continued)

Does the material emphasize
the worth of cultural differ

ence as well as similarity?

Is the material accurate in

its descriptions and explana
tions of cultural traits, val
ues, behavior? (Mexicans do

not celebrate their Indepen
dence Day on the Cinco de

Mayo)

H.

Is the fact of a particular
culturally and linguistically
distinct group's existence
within United States society
adequately presented? (Uative
Araericans in New York City anc
Puerto Ricans in New Mexico,
for exam.ple, are rarely no
ticed.)

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

1
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\

5.

Political Bias and Content Relevance

Political bias has been defined as;

Other than the obvious tendency to debase one poli

tical belief as opposed to another, political bias
is any method used by a writer or artist, whether
by illustrations or written passages, through which
any authoritarian figure is presented as the sole
decision maker, or through which the body politic
of a nation is presented as the overt authority
in all matters, including social, moral, educational,
and even religious matters.

The preservation of individual rights against social,

goverranental or religious authority -is one of our national
ideals.

Materials that depict persons as completely subject

to authority demean the concept of personal freedom and en
courage an attitude of passivity that is dangerous to cultural
and linguistic minority students whose self identity is under

attack by the dominant society.

Foreign textbooks are often

guilty of presenting such authoritarian models.

For example:

There are foreign texts with stories dealing with a

king as the sole figure of authority, with the power
to determine the fate of people. Military figures
are also idolized.

One text contains a five-page story which depicts

the king as the absolute ruler and decision maker.
"La Guardia" executes his commands.19
Political content of classroom materials should be accur

ate as to matters of history or fact.

It should reinforce the

goals of political freedom, political responsibility and equal
political participation for all members of United States society
as expressed in the laws of the land.

flffn

\
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Litcle, 1-Hot at All.

5.

CHECKLIST FOR POLITICAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

5.1

Bias

A.

Does the material reflect an

another?

B.

Does the material present any
authoritarian figure as the
sole decision maker?

C.

Is the body politic presented
as the overall authority in
all matters?

D.

on the part of some cultural
groups in the United States

represented as due to the

groups' apathy, ignorance or
laziness?

E.

Are political systems differ
ent than that of the United

States presented in a simplis
tic way that ignores the his
f

torical, cultural and economi(
conditions in which those systems developed?

NA

VL

S

PM

VII

1

2

3

4

5
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5.1

F.

Bias (continued)

Are conflicts between the
United States and other na

tions presented in a simplis

tic "good guys vs. bad guys"
manner?

G.

Is political protest in the
United States presented as the
work of only "undesirable"

people (subversive, misled,
fanatic)?

SUMIARY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

fete...
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Rot at All.

CHECKLIST FOR POLITICAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
5.2

H.

Content Relevance

Does the material reinforce

belief in the right of indi
viduals to be respected in
their individuality?
I.

Does the material reinforce

the goals of political free
dom, political responsibility
and equal political partici
pation for all members of
United States society?
Does the material present a
truthful picture of the rea

sons for some cultural groups'
diminished participation in

United States political pro
cesses?

K.

Does the material present an
objective account of those
political systems that differ
from our own?

L.

Does the material affirm the

right of all nations to selfdetermination in their inter

nal political affairs?

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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5.2

M.

Content Relevance (contiiiued)

Does the material present an
accurate and objective accoui
of the conflicts between the
United States and other na
tions?

N.

Does the material present an
accurate and objective accoun
of the aims, needs and condi

tions of political protest
within the United States?

Does the material reflect a
realistic view of United

States government as a system
of checks and balances that ii

often more responsive to
power, economic pressures and
politics than to the needs of
individuals?

SUllllARY OF RESPOHSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4.

5
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6.

Racial Bias and Content Relevaiice

»

Racial bias has been defined as:

Other than the obvious debasing of one race as op

posed to another, racial bias is any method used by
a writer or artist, whether by illustration or

written passages, through which equal treatment is

not given to different racial groups or through which
identification of non-white groups is done by such

means as putting color over white facial features,
or by stereotyping through caricature; or through
which there is favoring of only one race, by means
such as the constant featuring of blond, blue-eyed,

fair skinned people in illustrations,'^"
Consistent representation of persons of one racial group
in a subservient relationship to persons of another racial

group reflects racial bias.

For example, non-whites as the

employees of whites; non-white students as clients of white
teachers; non-white patients of white doctors; non-white friends
following the lead of white friends in play situations; non
white teachers with white principals; non-white persons whose

problems are solved by whites; non-white youth watched over
by white policemen, etc.
Content should reflect the racial diversity of United

States society and should be such as to depict persons of every
racial group as human beings.

Wliere membership in a racial

group has been taken as license for members of another racial
group to penalize or oppress people, the facts should accurately
reflect the causes, motives and rationalization of such oppres
sion as the fault of the oppressor and not as the fault of the
oppressed.

74
9

Racial content should be such as to reflect the actual

presence, contribution and quality of experience of different
racial groups within the United States and the world community.
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Hot at All.

6.

CHECKLIST FOR RACIAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

6.1

Bias

Does the material obviously
debase one race as opposed to
another?

B.

Is one racial group consis
tently shown in a subservient
relationship to another?

C.

Are persons of one race shomi
only as members of one social,
religious or political group,
or as members of only one
economic class?

D.

Are members of one race de

picted as experiencing a nar
rower range of feelings and
emotions than members of an
other race?

E.

Are all members of a racial

group presented as sharing in
"typical" attitudes or feel
ings?

Are color labels used to indi

cate value ("black" for evil;

"white" for pure, etc.)?

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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6.1

G.

Bias (continued)

Are members of a racial group
stereotyped as to manner of

speech, style of dress, pre
ferred diversions, etc.?

H.

Are inter-racial contacts pic
tured consistently as danger
ous or hostile?

I.

Are persons of one race pre
sented as having inherent
abilities which are denied to

persons of other racial group;
(non-whites better suited to
brutal labor than whites; non
whites more "in tune with na

ture", etc.)?

SUI'DIARY OF RESPOHSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4 ,

5
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

CHECKLIST FOR RACIAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
6.2

Content Relevance

Does the material reflect the

racial diversity of United
States society?

H.

Is an adequate and objective
account of racial discrimina

tion presented?

Is an adequate account of cul'
tural, historical and social
contributions of all racial

groups in United States so
ciety presented?

M.

N.

Does the material reinforce
the value of inter-ethnic
contact?

Are members of all racial

groups presented as equally
complex and worthv/hile huraan
beings?

0.

experience within a racial
group adequately represented?

SUl^RY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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7.

Historical Bias and Content Relevance

Historical bias can be defined as the writing or teaching

of history in such a manner that the presence, contribution,
experieiice, and point of view of certain groups, classes, and
cultures of people are systematically ignored, belittled, or
distorted.

Historical bias is also the suppression of known

facts in order to make the actions of some person or group

appear in a better or worse light than would be the case if
the facts were not suppressed.
Historical content of classroom materials should reflect

the presence, experiences, conflicts and contributions of all
cultural groups which make up United States society.

It should

include an accurate and objective view of our history as the

collective result of all our people's struggles and interactions
with the natural environment and with each other.

It should

reflect objectively the internal conflicts with the very values
considered by many to be basic to the American political system,
and should include the shaping effects of economic needs.
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, l~Not at All.

7.

CHECKLIST FOR HISTORICAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

7.1

Bias
NA

VL

S

PM

m

1

2

3

4

5

Does the material suppress or
distort the presence, contri

bution and point of view of
culturally distinct groups to
United States history?

B.

Are known historical factors

suppressed in order to make
the actions of some group or
person seem better — or worse
-- than would be the case if

the factors were not suppres
sed?

Is United States history pre
sented as a conquering and

civilizing movement from East
to West?

Are different peoples and cul
tural groups presented as ob
stacles in the path of Anglo
civilization, rather than as
people struggling to satisfy
their own real needs and de
fend their own values?

Is the North American conti

nent depicted as essentially
unsettled until the advent of

the Anglo?

•

7.1

Bias (continued)
NA

VL

PM

4

Does the material view history
as the achievement of a few

"great" men and women rather
than the collective achieve

ment of many and diverse
people?
Does the material ignore the
cost to certain groups of
United States historical de

velopment (slavery of Black
people; loss of land to Native
Americans; political and eco
nomic subjugation of Ilispaiios
in the Southwest; unfair taxa
tion, exploitation and discri
mination against Asian labor,
etc.)?

H.

Does the material represent

the rights, goals and needs of
one group of people as less
worthy than those of another
group in United States his
tory?

SUMllARY OF RESPONSES

VM
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

CHECKLIST FOR HISTORICAL BIAS ADD COHTLHT EVALUATIOII (continued)
1.1

Content Relevance.
\

HA

VL :

s

PM

1

2

3

4

i
i

Does the material accurately
reflect the presence, exper
ience and contributions of a] 1

cultural groups in United
States history?

Does the material objectively
describe historical forces i

i

'X

conditions opei-ating to the
detriment of certain cultural

groups within United States

society?
K.

Is the development of the
United States from north to
south, west to east and south

to north presented, as well i
the Anglo movement from east
to west?

Is history represented objec
tively as a struggle for powt
or survival between groups.
?

M.

Does the material present in
an unbiased manner the resis

tance of certain groups to tin
dominance of United States

society by members of the
Anglo culture groups?

VL

'5
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7.2

N.

Content Relevance (continued)

Does the material show the

multiple causation of histori
cal events?

0.

Does the material analyze

intergroup tensions and con
flicts as they exist today and
as they have historically
evolved?

Does the material describe

objectively contemporary
forces, attitudes and condi

tions operating against the
interests of different cul

tural groups?

Does the material reflect the

nature of contemporary forces

operating positively in regard
to the interests of different

cultural groups?

SUIC'IARY OF RESPOIJSES

NA

VL

S

PIl

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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Religious Bias and Content Relevance

^

Religious bias has been defined as:
Other than the obvious tendency to debase one
religious sect as opposed to another; religious
bias is any method used by a writer or artist,
whether by illustrations or written passages,
through which there is proselytizing or continual

m

•

elaboration of the beliefs of a given sect.^l
Foreign publishers of Spanish-language materials frequently
reveal religious bias.

Several texts studied have illustrations

and written passages through which the student learns the func

i

tion of the Catholic priest.

Exercises require that the stu

dents learn high mass procedures and the significance of

i

:j

I

religious vestments used by the priests.

22

Religious content and beliefs -- to the extent that reli-

I
J

gious beliefs and institutions must be presented for their
I

I
I

• i

relevance to a particular culture -- should reflect the same
respect that they are accorded by the people who hold them.
If religions are studied in order to broaden students' under
standing of the variety of human cultures, materials should

•i

i

1

emphasize the similarities among religions, as well as the
differences between them.

Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follov/s: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Mot at All.

8.

CHECKLIST FOR RELIGIOUS BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

8.1

Bias

Does the material reflect an

obvious tendency to debase on(
religion as opposed to anoth
er?

B.

C.

Does the material proselytize
for a religion or sect?

Does the material contain

slighting references to "prim
itive" religious beliefs or
"superstitions"?
D.

Are religious symbols, icons
or rituals discussed in a de

rogatory or demeaning manner
(such as the comparison of
Native American religious
masks to Hallov^een masks)?

SIMIARY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Hot at All.

8.2

Content Relevance

Does the material reflect and

encourage equal respect for
all religious views?
Does the material explore the
qoramon elements found in var
ious religions?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1 ■

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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9.

Sexual Bias and Content Relevance
Sexual bias has been defined as:

Other than the obvious tendency to debase oiie sex

as opposed to the other, sex bias can be defxned as
any method used by a writer or artist, whether y

illustrations or written passages, through whic i
the role of females in society is depicted as pas

sive, with little other occupational choice than
motherhood, and males are presented as masterful,
active creatures to whom females have to go tor tiie

solution of problems.23

Both foreign and domestic publishers are guilty of sex
role stereotyping. A review of a number of Spanish language,
2^

foreign-published texts showed:

1. In 199 pages of one book, one foreign publisher had
88 illustrations depicting male characters, 5 illus

pi^ations depicting female characters, and only 2
illustrations depicting both male and female charac
ters.

2. A high percentage of foreign materials in Spanish
show women in stereotyped roles such as:

-illustrations showing a consistent pattern of the

father working and of the mother cooking or taking
care of the children; of the father reading the news

paper while the mother puts the children to sleep,

knits, or cleans.

-passages that ask: "What does your father do?'_' as^^
opposed to "How does your mother occupy her time?
-illustrations showing boys helping their father and
girls helping their mother.
-stories that propagate the concept that women are

witches and stepmothers are mean: Hansel and Gretel,
Snow White, Cinderella.

87

-illustrations propagating the concepts that boys are

mechanically inclined, masterful, superior to girls
(whose only purpose in life is to prepare for mother
hood) and that girls are passive, naive, pretty, and
humble.

3.

One foreign publisher has four women authors as com

pared to 78 male authors in its literature section.
None of the four women is Spanish American or Spanish.

4.

One foreign textbook contains the following passage:

"The girls ate like women, the boys carried on a con
versation like some men do".

Examples of sex bias such as those listed above can be
paralleled in materials published domestically.
Content should present both boys and girls and men and
women as human beings of equal worth and with an equal right
to all benefits and choices provided by society.

challenge traditional sexual stereotyping.

It should—

Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly.,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

9.

CHECKLIST FOR SEXUAL BIAS AITO CONTENT EVALUATION

9.1

Bias

A.

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

Does the material reflect an

obvious tendency to debase or
sex as opposed to the other?

B.

In the material, are females

only background figures in a
male-centered story?

1

are they shown in roles other
than the stereotype of teach
er, mother, nurse, and/or sec
retary?

Are the actions of women less

sophisticated, less interest

ing than those of men?

Do

they show initiative and ima
gination or are they docile
and passive and in need of
help in order to solve prob
lems posed? When women solve
problems, do they do so on tin
Isasis of a sixth sense or "wo
men's intuition"?

E.

Are the values of beauty,
sweetness, domesticity, moth
erhood and marriage the pre
dominant virtues depicted for
females in the stories?

•

89

9.1

F.

Bias (continued)

Are male figures shown as ex
periencing themselves as

worthwhile only because they
shoulder a female's burden or

solve her problem?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points

listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

CHECKLIST FOR SEXUAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
9.2

G.

Content Relevance

Does the material reflect the
conditions and contributions
of women in United States so

ciety?

H.

Does the material encourage

both boys and girls, and men
and women to see themselves as

human beings with an equal

right to all benefits and
choices provided by society?
Does the material present an

objective account of women's
struggle -- both historically
and contemporarily -- to
achieve equality with men?

Does the material encourage

girls to see themselves as
capable of filling any role
society?

K.

Does the material present an

accurate picture of women in
other cultures, including
their contributions to the

culture and their struggles

for equality within it?
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

HA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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10.

Social Bias and Content Relevance

Social bias has been defined as:

Other than the obvious tendency to debase one social

group as opposed to another, social bias is any
method used by a writer or artist, whether by illus
trations or written passages, through which only

the nuclear family with middle-class values is de
picted as representative of the total or best in
lifestyle, or through which non^whites are always
shown in poverty environments.

Social bias is also reflected in the presentation of his

tory without an accurate account of the contributions and

struggles of all social classes, and in the presentation of
cultures without discussion of the social classification and

diversity within the culture.
Social content of classroom materials should include ade

quate representation of the variety of lifestyles and social
groupings within the society, and should demonstrate respect
for the existence and contributions of all social classes

within any cultural group.

It should present objectively the

conflicts between social classes and the part those struggles
have played in shaping United States society.
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

10.

CHECKLIST FOR SOCIAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

10.1 Bias

A.

Does the material reflect an
3

other?

B.

Does the material show only
the nuclear family with midd!

a

class values as a worthwhile

model for family structure?
Do all of the material's il

lustrations depict food and
dress that are common only to
middle class families?

al groups consistently repre
sented as poor without any ex
planation for the fact?

Are the presence and contribu
tions of certain social class
es excluded from historical
material?
Are certain classes

glamorized or romanticized?

Is social conflict presented
without consideration of clasf

struggle (farm labor vs. agri
business, etc.)?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
i

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points

listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

CHECKLIST FOR SOCIAL BIAS Al^D CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
10.2 Content Relevance

Does the material adequately

reflect the variety of life

styles and social groupings
within United States society?

H.

Does the material demonstrate

respect for all social classes
within a social group?

Does the material present the
historical contributions of
all social classes?

Does the material treat objec

tively the historical and con
temporary forces operating
against the interests of cer
tain social classes?

K.

Does the material treat objec

tively the historical and con
temporary struggles to estab
lish social justice and equal
ity?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

NA

VL

S

1

2

3

PM

- 4

VM

5

■ N'"
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PALM SPRINGS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
333 SOUTH FARRELL DRIVE

PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 92262
(714)327-1581

Andrew J. VIscovlch, Ed. D., District Superintendent
BOARD OF EDUCATION: WALTER E. COLGLAZIER, President — JOHN L. SANBORN, Vice-President
CAROL FRIEDENBERG, Clerk — PATRICIA A. LARSON, Member — ARTHUR BLOCK, Member

April 10, 1971

m
Mrs. Sharon Flores

Rancho Mirage Elementary School
Rancho Mirage, California
Dear Mrs. Flores:

I reviewed all of the materials entitled "Trabaja con
Ana y Pepe" and find them to be excellent. They are delight
ful little stories and the work related to the stories are

well organized and productive. As a matter of fact, I would
urge you to publish this material.
ry truly yours,

Dr. Martin Russell, Principal
Agua Caliente School

MR/sg

s,f
''A;/;.
■'•■•-A"-'--- ■ .

7

iV „
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Directions: Rate each curriculuia item (book, lesson, A-V unit,

etc.) on the specific points listed below as follows: 5-Very
Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly, 2-Very Little, 1-Hot at All.

CHECKLIST FOR RIlLEVAIICY EVALUATION
Table B

NA

VL

1

2

S

3

PM

VM

4

5

Does the material accurately
reflect the students' lan
X

guage, including the dialect
variations that distinguish

XX

it from "standard" language?
B.

Does the material reflect the

students' own experiences?

X

XX

Does the material reflect the

different levels (formal,
deep, situational, etc.) of

X

XX

the students' culture?
D.

Does the material affirm the

worth of group members as in
X

dividuals?

XX

Does the material reflect the
students' culture as vital anc

dynamic: one in which an indi
vidual can grow, be nourished
and enriched as a unique humar
being?
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

X

1

3

XX

4

S

2
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item (book, lesson, A-V unit,

etc.) on the specific points listed below as follows: 5-Very
Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly, 2-Very Little, 1-Wot at All.

2.

aiECKLIST FOR AUTHENTICITY EVALUATION
Table C

1 NA
1

A.

^/L

S

PM

VM

2

3

4

5

Is the material considered

authentic by students or
other members of the cultural

X

X

X

XX

X

group depicted?

B.

Is the material written/cre

ated by a member of the group
being portrayed?

C.

in a positive light? (i.e.
does not in any way imply the
inferiority of one culture to

XX

X

another)

D.

Does the material reflect au

thentic cultural values?

(Nc

Anglo values and standards a£
the only acceptable norm for
United States society.)
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

1

2

XX

X

7

2
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed belov; as follows: 5-Very Iluch, 4-Pretty Iluch, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

CHECKLIST FOR LANGUAGE EVALUATION'
Table D

A.

NA

VL

S

PM

Vll

1

2

3

A

5

Is the language used familiar
to the student?

Are there
X

glossaries of unfarailiar

X

X

words?

B,

used as a cross-cultural ex

perience to facilitate cooper

XXX

ation and communication be

tv;een groups in the United
States?

Is the material's use of dia
lects accurate?
Are dialects

X

XX

used without confusing them
with one another?

Is the usage of dialects
viev/ed as an acceptable v/ay
of communication? (Not used
in a derogatory or demeaning
way.)

E,

X

XX

Is dialectal speech used posi

tively in a comparative or
illustrative way to shovj cul

X

XX

tural diversity?

SUTfllARY OF Rl'SPONSES

3

6

3

3
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,

2-Very Little, 1-Mot at All.

4.

CHECKLIST FOR CULTURAL EVALUATION

4.1

Bias

Table E

A.

NA

VL

s

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

Does the material reveal an
a

XXX

>

f

B.

C.

Are demeaning adjectives used
in describing one culture as
opposed to another? (Primi
tive, backward, ancient, etc.'

XXX
■

Are cultural group members.
shown only in limited types o;
behavior?

(Farmworkers, poor

X

XX

and happy; slum dwellers, poo:
and angry, etc.)

D.

Is the group's material cul
ture represented only in term:

of a few "typical" examples
that emphasize the group's

XX

X

differentness (exotic musical

instruments, ritual/religious
figures, etc.)
E.

Is the group presented as a
homogeiieous one whose members

(save for sex and age differ-

F.

X

XX

XX

X

Are group members shown as

possessing only certain "cul
tural" traits of character or

belief? (Native Americans as
"stoical"; Chicanos as "Catho
lic", etc.)

life-...
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4.1

Bias

Table E (continued)

NA

VL

S

PM

Vll

1

2

3

4

3

X

XX

Are cultural views, attitudes,
and values shown as "just na

turally" shared and accepted
by all group members rather
than as things taught, chal
lenged, justified, tested,
and sometimes discarded?

H.

Are the cxiltural group's rela
tions with other groups shown
as dictated by some inherent
cultural attitude (such as
"hostile", "warlike", etc.)
rather than explained as re
sponses to need, threat, com
petition, etc.?

SUliMARY OF RESPOHSES

XXX

3

11

3

5

2
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,

2-Very Little, 1-Mot at All, 6-Not Applicable

4.

CHECKLIST FOR CULTURAL EVALUATIOH (continued)

4.2

Content Relevance

Table F

UA

VL

s

PM

VM

1

o

3

4

5

Does the material reflect the

variety of attitudes, styles,

X

and roles within the culture?

B.

Does the material recognise
both differences and similar
ities between cultures?

XXX

Does it reflect the cultural

ideals, values and goals as
well as the material and in
stitutional constructs?

D.

XXX

Is the group's intellectual
and artistic expression repre
sented by its members achieveXXX

to itself?

E.

Are the group's cultural
traits (whether material, art

istic or attitudinal) explain
ed as having evolved through
interaction with the environ
ment or with other cultural

groups?

XXX

XX

101

^•2

Content Relevance (continued)
Table F (continued)
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material emphasize
the worth of cultural differ

XX

X

ence as well as similarity?

Is the material accurate in

its descriptions and explana
tions of cultural traits, val
ues, behavior? (Mexicans do

x

X

X

not celebrate their Indepen
dence Day on the Cinco de
Mayo)

H.

Is the fact of a particular
culturally and linguistically

distinct group's existence
within United States society

adequately presented?

(Native

XX

x

Americans in New York City and
Puerto Ricans in New Mexico,
for example, are rarely no
ticed.)

SUMMARY OF PROGRESS

1

lt+

3

3

1

2
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Directions: Rate each curriculiim item on the specific points

listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Wot at All, O^Not Applicable

5.

CHECKLIST FOR POLITICAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

5.1

Bias

Table

G
y

A.

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material reflect an

obvious tendency to debase one

political belief as opposed to

XXX

another?

B.

Does the material present any
authoritarian figure as the
XX

sole decision maker?

C.

Is the body politic presented
as the overall authority in

X

XXX

all matters?

D.

Is the lack of political power
on the part of some cultural
groups in the United States
represented as due to the

X

groups' apathy, ignorance or
laziness?

Are political systems differ
ent than that of the United

States presented in a simplis
tic way that ignores the his
torical, cultural and economic
conditions in which those sys
tems developed?

XXX

XX
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5.1

F.

Bias (continued)

Table G (continued)
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Are conflicts between the
United States and other na

tions presented in a simplis

X

XX

tic "good guys vs. bad guys"
manner?

G.

Is political protest in the
United States presented as the
work of only "undesirable"

X

XX

people (subversive, misled,
fanatic)?

SUMIIARY OF RESPONSES

11

3

1

6

Hfc...
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Iluch, 4-Pretty Much, 3~Slightly,
2-Very Little, l-Mot at All^ 6-Not Applicable

CHECKLIST FOR POLITICAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
5.2

H.

Content Relevance

Table H
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

X

XX

N/A

6

Does the material reinforce

belief in the right of indi
viduals to be respected in
their individuality?

Does the material reinforce

the goals of political free
dom, political responsibility
and equal political partici
pation for all members of
United States society?

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

Does the material present a

truthful picture of the rea

sons for some cultural groups*
diminished participation in
United States political pro
cesses?

K.

Does the material present an
objective account of those
political systems that differ
from our own?

L.

Does the material affirm the

right of all nations to selfdetermination in their inter

nal political affairs?

105

5.2

M.

Content Relevance (continued) Table H (continued)
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material present an
accurate and objective accoui
of the conflicts between the

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

United States and other na
tions?

N.

Does the material present an
accurate and objective accoun
of the aims, needs and condi

tions of political protest
within the United States?

0.

Does the material reflect a
realistic view of United

States government as a system
of checks and balances that ii

often more responsive to
power, economic pressures and
politics than to the needs of
individuals?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

7

1

2
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All., 6-Not Applicable

6.

CHECKLIST FOR RACIAL BIAS AND CONTEHT EVALUATION

6.1

Bias

A.

Table I

Does the material obviously
debase one race as opposed to

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

XXX

another?

B.

Is one racial group consis
tently shown in a subservient
relationship to another?

XXX

Are persons of one race shomi
only as members of one social,
religious or political group,
XXX

or as members of only one
economic class?

D.

Are membex-s of one race de

picted as experiencing a nar
rower range of feelings and

XX

X

emotions than members of an
other race?

Are all members of a racial

group presented as sharing in
"typical" attitudes or feel
ings?

XXX

Are color labels used to indi

cate value ("black" for evil;
"white" for pure, etc.)?

XXX

107

6.1

Bias (continued)

Table I (continuedX
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4 ,

5

N/A

6

Are members of a racial group

stereotyped as to manner of
speech, style of dress, pre

X

XX

fei-red diversions, etc.?

H.

Are inter-racial contacts pic
tured consistently as danger

XX

X

ous or hostile?

I.

Are persons of one race pre
sented as having inherent
abilities which are denied to

persons of other racial group;
(non-whites better suited to

XX

X

12

3

brutal labor than whites; non
whites more "in tune with na

ture", etc.)?

SUl'MARY OF RESPOHSES

2

7

1

2

la*-
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points

listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All, 6-Not Applicable

CHECKLIST FOR RACIAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
6.2

Content Relevance

Table J
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material reflect the

racial diversity of United
States society?
H.

X

XX

X

XX

, Is an adequate and objective
account of racial discrimina

tion presented?

L.

Is an adequate account of cul
tural, historical and social
contributions of all racial

XXX

groups in United States so

■

ciety presented?

M.

Does the material reinforce
the value of inter-ethnic

XXX

contact?

N.

Are members of all racial

groups presented as equally
complex and worthv/hile human
beings?

0.

X

XX

Is the diversity of individual
experience within a racial

X

XX

group adequately represented?
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

10

2

6
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Directions: Rate each curricultim item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 3-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All., 6-Not Applicable

7.

CHECKLIST FOR HISTORICAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

7.1

Bias

Table K

Does the material suppress or
distort the presence, contri
bution and point of view of
culturally distinct groups to

NA

VL

S

PM

WI

1

2

3

4

5

X

N/A

6

XX

United States history?

B.

Are known historical factors

suppressed in order to make
the actions of some group or
person seem better -- or wors(

XXX

-- than would be the case if

the factors were not suppres
sed?

C.

Is United States history pre
sented as a conquering and
civilizing movement from East

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

to West?

D.

Are different peoples and cul
tural groups presented as ob
stacles in the path of Anglo
civilization, rather than as

people struggling to satisfy
their own real needs and de
fend their own values?

E.

Is the North American conti

nent depicted as essentially
unsettled until the advent of

the Anglo?

110

7.1

Bias (continued)

Table K (continued)
NA

VL

PM

VM

N/A

4

Does the material view history
as the achievement of a few

"great" men and women rather
than the collective achieve

X

XX

ment of many and diverse
people?
Does the material ignore the

cost to certain groups of
United States historical de

velopment (slavery of Black,
people; loss of land to Native
Americans; political and eco

X

XX

nomic subjugation of Ilispanos
in the Southwest; unfair taxa
tion, exploitation and discri

mination against Asian labor,
etc.)?

H.

Does the material represent

the rights, goals and needs of
one group of people as less
worthy than those of another
group in United States his

X

XX

tory?

SUMllARY OF RESPONSES

14

Ill

Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All., 6-Not Applicable

CHECKLIST FOR HISTORICAL BIAS ALID COHTLHT EVALUATIOII (continued)
7.2

Content Relevance.

Table L
1

UA

VL ■

s

PM

1

2

3

4

i

VL

'5

N/A

"6

Does the material accurately
reflect the presence, exper
ience and contributions of a]

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

X

■XX

X

XX

cultural groups in United
States history?

J.

Does the material objectively
describe historical forces aru

conditions operating to the
detriment of certain cultural

groups within United States

society?
K.

Is the development of the
United States from north to

south, west to east and south

to north presented, as well a£
the Anglo movement from east
to west?

Is history represented objec
tively as a struggle for pow£
or survival between groups,
each pursuing their own needs?
M.

Does the material present in
an unbiased manner the resis

tance of cei'tain groups to the
dominance of United States

society by members of the
Anglo culture groups?

112

Content Relevance (continued)

N.

Table L (continued)
HA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material show the

multiple causation of histori

X

XX

X

XX

cal events?

Does the material analyze

intergroup tensions and con
flicts as they exist today and
as they have historically
evolved?

Does the material describe

objectively contemporary
forees, attitudes and condi

tions operating against the

X

XX

interests of different cul

tural groups?

Does the material reflect the

nature of contemporary forces

operating positively in regard
X

to the interests of different

XX

cultural groups?

SUIC'IARY OF PdLSPGlJSES

7

1

1

18
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Mot at All.,

8.

CHECKLIST FOR RELIGIOUS BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

8.1

Bias

Table M

A.

NA'

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

Does the material reflect an

obvious tendency to debase on(
religion as opposed to anoth

XXX

er?

B.

Does the material proselytize
for a religion or sect?

XXX

Does the material contain

slighting references to "prim
itive" religious beliefs or
"superstitions"?
D.

XXX

Are religious symbols, icons
or rituals discussed in a de

rogatory or demeaning manner
(such as the comparison of
Native American religious
masks to Hallov^een masks)?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

XXX

T2
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points

listed below as folloi>7S: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Hot at All, 6-Not Applicable

8.2

E.

Content Relevance

Table N

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material reflect and

encourage equal respect for

X

XX

X

XX

2

4

all religious views?
Does the material explore the

qornmon elements found in var
ious religions?

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

115

Directions; Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All.

9.

CHECKLIST FOR SEXUAL BIAS Al^D CONTENT EVALUATION

9.1

Bias

Table 0

NA

VL

PM

Does the material reflect an

obvious tendency to debase one

XX

X

sex as opposed to the other?

B.

Ill"file material, are females

only background figures in a
male-centered story?

XX

X

If females are central figures
are they shown in roles other
than the stereotype of teach

XX

er, mother, nurse, and/or sec
retary?

D,

Are the actions of women less

sophisticated, less interest

ing than those of men? Do
they show initiative and ima

X

XX

gination or are they docile
and passive and in need of
help in order to solve prob
lems posed? When women solve
problems, do they do so on the
basis of a sixth sense or "wo
men's intuition"?

E.

Are the values of beauty,
sweetness, domesticity, moth
erhood and marriage the pre
dominant virtues depicted for
females in the stories?

XX

X

VM

9.1

F.

Bias (continued)

116

Table 0 (continued
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

Are male figures shown as ex
periencing themselves as

worthwhile only because they

XX

X

shoulder a female's burden or

solve her problem?

SUMiARY OF RESPONSES

6

2

7

3
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points

listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All, 6-Not Applicable

CHECKLIST FOR SEXUAL BIAS AITO CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
9.2

Content Relevance

Does the material reflect the
conditions and contributions

Table P

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

XX

X

of women in United States so

ciety?

H.

Does the material encourage

both boys and girls, and men
and women to see themselves as

human beings with an equal
right to all benefits and
choices provided by society?

X

XX

Does the material present an

objective account of women's
struggle — both historically
and contemporarily -- to
achieve equality with men?

XX

X

Does the material encourage

girls to see themselves as
capable of filling any role

XX

X

society?

K.

Does the material present an

accurate picture of women in
other cultures, including
their contributions to the

culture and their struggles

X

XX

5

4

for equality within it?
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

2

4
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points
listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All, 6-Not Applicable

10.

CHECKLIST FOR SOCIAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION

10.1 Bias

A.

Table Q
NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

XX

X

N/A

6

Does the material reflect an
XXX

other?

B.

Does the material show only
the nuclear family with midd!

XXX

class values as a worthwhile

model for family structure?
Do all of the material's il

lustrations depict food and
dress that are common only to

XXX

middle class families?

D.

Are persons of certain cultur
al groups consistently repre
sented as poor without any ex

planation for the fact?

E.

es excluded from historical
material?
Are certain classt

XX

X

glamorized or romanticized?
Is social conflict presented
without consideration of clas

X

XX

struggle (farm labor vs. agri
business, etc.)?

Sm4MARY OF RESPONSES

12

3

1

2
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Directions: Rate each curriculum item on the specific points

listed below as follows: 5-Very Much, 4-Pretty Much, 3-Slightly,
2-Very Little, 1-Not at All., 6-Not Applicable

CHECKLIST FOR SOCIAL BIAS AND CONTENT EVALUATION (continued)
10.2 Content Relevance

Table R

NA

VL

S

PM

VM

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

6

Does the material adequately
reflect the variety of life

styles and social groupings

X

XX

within United States society?

H.

Does the material demonstrate

respect for all social classes

X

XX

within a social group?
I.

Does the material present the
historical contributions of

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

all social classes?

Does the material treat objec

tively the historical and con
temporary forces operating

against the interests of cer
tain social classes?

K.

Does the material treat objec

tively the historical and con

temporary struggles to estab
lish social justice and equal
ity?

Sm^lARY OF RESPONSES

5

2

8

VIII.
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